AIROL® MIST ELIMINATORS
MIST ELIMINATION AND SEPARATION SOLUTIONS

Coastal Technologies, Inc. USA Announces Sales and Project Managers
for Expanding Worldwide Market
CTI Admin - Tuesday, October 28, 2014

Hampton, SC—Coastal Technologies, Inc. USA (CTI), a worldwide provider of high-quality industrial
mist eliminators, coalescers, and separation solutions, is pleased to announce the appointment of
John Louis Peeples III as a Sales and Project Management professional dedicated to the expanding
global market.
Peeples joined CTI in April 2014, bringing almost 25 years of multinational engineering and
management experience. He began his career with Westinghouse Electric working nationally before
progressing with Westinghouse to Saudi Arabia with ISCOSA Industries & Maintenance, Ltd.
Peeples' next move was to Singapore as Managing Director with Westinghouse Industry Service
Asia Pte Ltd (WISAPL). Most recently, while located at facilities in Munich and Bristol, he was Vice
President International for Baldor Electric with responsibility for all worldwide sales and production
outside of North America. Peeples has won numerous commendations for his outstanding success
in Europe, the Middle East, and Asia.

“Louis is a remarkable fit for our division offering mist eliminator and separator products to industry
worldwide," remarked Harry Wechsler, CTI President. "He has many years of experience in Asia and
is well versed in the culture, economy, and needs of our clients. We are very excited.”
Coastal Technologies, Inc. is a midsize engineering design and fabrication facility. Two-thirds of
Coastal’s sales are shipped out of the United States. Its founders and personnel are ingenious,
committed to quality, and loyal. Many employees have been with the company since its founding in
1986. CTI is ISO 9001:2008 registered; among the many industry recognitions it has received is the
US Department of Commerce's Export Achievement Certificate for accomplishments in the global
market.
Coastal's primary products are mist eliminators, retainer frames, and housings that can be
conformed to best respond to customers’ applications and processes. Coastal recognizes that
pollution from industrial processes is a major threat to air quality in industrialized areas worldwide.
Additionally, the company acknowledges that ineffective process separation and equipment can be a
huge profit loss. With these facts in mind, Coastal works closely with clients to solve these issues.
Norman Mansson, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, remarked that “Louis, who is equally
happy to be addressed as John, combines his professionalism and passion with a laid-back,
easygoing demeanor that makes it easy for him to connect with anyone. We think everyone who
comes into contact with him will agree!”
Coastal is entering an exciting time in its history with not only the appointment of Peeples but also
the recent addition of a new and experienced Office Manager, Kathy Scoggins, and a Special
Projects guru, Christine Seabrook. We thank all of our customers for their continued support, and we
look forward to continuing our relationship with you.
Please feel free to contact any member of Coastal's senior management team with questions or
concerns:
Harry Wechsler, President and Owner

hwechsler@cti-sc.com

Norman Mansson, Vice President and Owner

nmansson@cti-sc.com

John Louis Peeples III, Sales and Project Management

lpeeples@cti-sc.com

Dave Gillan, Engineering and Quality Control

dgillan@cti-sc.com

Kathy Scoggins, Office Manager

kscoggins@cti-sc.com

For more information about Coastal Technologies, Inc., please call 803-943-4822 or visit
www.cti-sc.com.
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About Coastal Technologies, Inc.
Coastal Technologies, Inc. was founded in 1986 to provide high-quality and innovative solutions to
customers' mist separation problems. Since that time, the company has operated and improved its
manufacturing facilities continuously in keeping with its corporate mission of excellent customer
service and ever-increasing product value and selection. CTI represents over a century of
engineering, manufacturing, and management experience and stands ready to respond to the full
scope and magnitude of any mist separation problem.
Contact:
Norman Mansson
nmansson@cti-sc.com
Louis Peeples
lpeeples@cti-sc.com
Phone: 803-943-4822
Fax: 803-943-4744
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